
carol & frank Debuts New 2019 Collection  
 
Coastal Palm Springs Colors and Retro Desert Modernism Lead the Way 

 
NEWPORT NEWS, Va. -- March. _, 2019 - PRLog -- carol & frank looked West for 
inspiration for their latest 2019 collections, which were debuted in showrooms across the 
country January 7 - _, 2019. Their latest creations are influenced by classic favorites, desert 
modernism and vintage Palm Springs style. 
 
Clean lines and geometrics are the bedrock of the new Crawford pillow and Naya bedding, which 
both feature an intricate black-on-white pattern. These designs engage in the same exploration 
of geometric negative space that can be seen in the desert modernist architecture of Southern 
California. 
 
The new Marti pillows feature a detailed design that combines different embroidery techniques 
to create a fresh, updated take on retro bohemian style. Another innovation by carol & frank that 
helps to create a chic bohemian mood is the Mimi collection with its wide multicolor yarn and 
free-spirited energy. 
 
carol & frank also unveiled a new coastal colorway with the 2019 collection: Surf. This refreshing 
color is a cool tone between turquoise and sky-blue, and exudes a relaxed and sunny beach 
mood on pillows like Ace and Dash. 
 
One of carol & frank’s most popular new releases is Parker: a unique hand-stitched bedding 
collection that features deliberate tears. It mimics distressed denim for an on-trend rock star 
look that coordinates with the denim chindi of the new Tucker pillow and the fringe and frayed 
edges featured on newly released bedding collections Goodwin and Devin. 
 
The 2019 collection from carol & frank uses timeless retro and vintage influences to create a 
unique blend of mid-century modern and contemporary bohemian style. This style also carries 
over to the pet collection, which offers coordinating pet scarves and quilts. 
 
### 
 
At carol & frank, we believe home should be an expression of personal style. Designed with you 
in mind, creativity and quality are at the heart of each of our collections. With imaginative 
patterns and on-trend techniques, we make it easy for you to bring fashionable, spirited style 
to your favorite space. 
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